
THE DOUBLE FLUTES.

IF we are seeking an authoritative solution of the outstanding problems
of ancient Greek music, it would seem that the most valuable assistance
could be got from a consideration of the av\6<;, inasmuch as specimens
more or less complete are.to be found in plenty, scattered through the
museums of different countries: in practice, this study has been found the
most puzzling of all. Though many of the bodies of such flutes have
been found, the mechanism of the mouthpiece, at once the most important
and the most perishable portion of the instrument, has naturally disappeared,
and all hope of extraneous aid from vase-pictures seems to vanish when we
notice that in all the later pictures the mouth of the player, and consequently
the mouthpiece of the instrument, is hidden by the <f>opfida, a band passing
across the mouth, and encircling the head of the player.

Still I hope to show that not all these difficulties are insuperable:
for example, much of the mystery of the <f>op/3eba disappears when we see
two terracotta figures of dancers wearing the <f>opfie[a without the flutes.1 It
is then clear that this band held the flutes rigidly in place, and we are able
to form some conclusion as to the shape of the mouthpieces; but this will
be discussed later.

Before settling down to a consideration of the positive knowledge
attainable on the subject, it is, however, necessary to brush away some of
the cobwebs of speculation or absolute error that have gathered in men's
minds. Any knowledge that we can glean can come only from three
sources:—the writings of the Greeks, the vase-pictures and statuary, and
the discovered instruments. And here I would plead strongly for the
uncompromising rejection of statements by late or by Roman authors
which are entirely uncorroborated by the other sources of information, or
which are contrary to known physical facts. As an example of the folly
of such I need only cite the remarks of Vitruvius on the construction of
theatres: he avers that in the auditorium were constructed jars resounding
to the notes of the diatonic, the chromatic, and the enharmonic genus, and
that the actor turned towards these jars as he was singing to increase the
resonance of his voice. The evident absurdity of this does not affect the
present question; but it is paralleled by the pretence of Varro2 that

1 F. Lenormant,. Terres-euites Antiques, vol. i. PI. 37 bis, and vol. ii. PI. A 4.
2 Res Rust. 1, 2, 15.
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one of the double flutes played the melody in unison with the voice, while
the other played the accompaniment; remuneration beyond the dreams of
avarice awaits the music-hall performer who will present even a colourable
representation of such a feat. No practical musician would admit for a
moment the possibility of two such flutes as are depicted on the vases being
played simultaneously; still less that they could have rendered different
notes at the same time,

The remark of Mr. Howard that the accompaniment played by the
flute is admitted 3 to have been higher than the voice part can only mean
an octave higher. Nothing is clearer from the literary references to music
than the absolute aversion of the Greeks from the hearing of two different
musical sounds at the same time; the purists objected even to the octave
and to an independent passage for flute or lyre when the voice was not
singing. It is manifest that the office of the the flute was to play in unison
(or at the octave) with the voice when singing was going on, and it is
noticeable that the vase-pictures never show two flute players performing
at the same time; also Pnusanias in his enumeration of the 'personnel' of a
Greek chorus,4 uses the singular form av\r)Tij<;. Miss Schlesinger has shown
me a pair of Arab flutes, rigidly united, and blown by a single mouthpiece;
but their slightly differing lengths give rise to a kind of ' vox humana' or
tremulous effect that would never have been tolerated by the Greeks, with
their delicate sense of pitch.

But a more serious and more insidious error, which has held the field
for twenty years, is the idea that a small hole near the mouthpiece of the
instrument, called the avpvyl; or ' speaker,' enabled the flute player to pro-
duce on one or both of the tubes the upper octave above the fundamental
notes. This has been asserted or implied by Mr. Howard, and quoted by
the writer of the article ' Aulos' in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, by
Mr. Macran in his notes on Aristoxenus, and I know not how many others.
It is simply incorrect.

The source of the error, so far as I can trace it, is in Mr. Howard's
admirable study of the ' Aulos or Tibia' in the Harvard Studies in Classical
Philology (vol. iv. p. 32). It pains me to impugn in any degree the
accuracy of so exhaustive and conscientious a work, without which my own
investigations could not have been carried far; but Mr. Howard must have
been misled on a technical musical point.

In order to make the matter perfectly clear I will quote verbatim:—
' As has been said above, the modern clarinet has, near the mouthpiece, a
small hole called the ' speaker,' which, when open, enables the performer to
produce without effort the harmonic tones (sic) of the instrument. Although
this device is not absolutely necessary, it is of the greatest assistance to the
performer, especially in producing the first harmonics of the lowest tones.'6

(The italics are mine.)

3 Based on Aristotle, Probl. xix. 12. this has every appearance of being merely a
4 V. 25, 2. verbal slip ; unfortunately it has been largely
5 It is only fair to Mr. Howard to say that built on.
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Now, every clarinet-player, every clarinet-maker, every organ-builder,
every student of acoustical theory knows that a cylindrical tube excited by
a reed acts as a stopped organ pipe, and will not produce any but the odd
harmonic tones of the fundamental. To make the matter intelligible to
everybody, if a certain fingering produces the note E, then the opening of
the ' speaker' will change the note to the B twelve degrees of the scale
higher. No auxiliary hole, or mechanism of any kind in the world, will
produce on such a tube with the same fingering the first harmonic, which
would in this case be the octave E. The same statement applies with equal-
force to an oboe mouthpiece if the bore of the instrument is cylindrical (as
the normal Greek flutes undoubtedly were).

It therefore follows that the scale performance on a pair of reed-blown
pipes, one of which used the ' speaker,' having six holes each, would be as
follows :—

I t

In order to supply the missing C, D, E and F, four additional holes would be
necessary, making a total of ten holes for a single pipe ; and although the
Pompeian flutes in the Naples Museum have ten holes, it will be shown
later that they did not exceed the octave in compass: even the one with
fifteen holes would not have supplied the four additional notes desired.

Having now eliminated from the field of investigation some of the more
obvious errors, we are at liberty to examine what is really knowable about
the Greek flutes; and the examination will be confined to the normal type
of the instrument; though it must never be forgotten that this type varied
somewhat during the several centuries with which we have to deal.

First, with regard to the size of the flutes. A careful estimate of the
relative length of flute and performer in the vase-pictures gives a probable
length of tube varying from 14 to 21 inches. This is confirmed by the
dimensions of the extant specimens, and by considerations of playability.
The longest of flutes exhumed have a length of about 22 inches, and the
models made from them are beyond the stretch of hand and fingers of any
but a tall and well-formed person.

Next as regards the form of the flutes. A careful scrutiny of the vase-
pictures will convince us that the typical av\6<; consisted of a long cylindrical
tube (/3(yi/3i>£) pierced with holes (jpvirrjfiaTa), and surmounted by two
movable pieces, the one nearest the player's mouth (v<po\fiiov) being some-
what cone-like in shape, and the intermediate piece (oX/ios) roughly pear-
shaped. The representations of flutes are provokingly rough in many cases,
but even in the most ' impressionist' of them, where the flutes are indicated
simply by two pairs of parallel straight lines issuing from the mouth of the
performer, the division into three parts is almost invariably marked by two
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cross lines in the correct places.6 The Naples Museum flutes, as photographed
by Mr. Howard, show the two movable parts most clearly, the v(f>6\fuop
being seen to consist of a flaring mouthpiece, suitable for the insertion of a
reed, and the OX/AO? of a pear-shaped bulb.

There can be no doubt that the reed formed an integral part of the
mechanism of the Greek flute, for Pollux, in his enumeration of the parts of
the flute' distinctly specifies the reed (yXwrra) in addition to the o\fio<; and
v<f>6\fuov. Such a reed would not of course be visible in any picture, being
covered, except for any part in the mouth of the player, by the v<f>oX/uov;
and the term used for the whole arrangemeut (fevyo?) may well be deemed
to have a relation to the double nature of the reeds employed, as well as to
the twin mouthpieces for the two flutes.

For convenience we will assume that the yX&rra of the earlier flutes
was a double reed of the oboe species (the point will be fully dealt with
later); and return to the evidence of the vase-pictures. In the earlier
vases the two flutes are held at a wide angle, and the cheeks of the player
are violently distended. It has been suggested that the <f>op/3ela was
introduced to avoid the necessity of this distention, but the theory is unten-
able, for in vase-pictures representing trumpeters wearing the <{>opftel.a 8 the
inflation of the cheeks is sufficient to satisfy the most exacting.

If we can imagine the yXwrra as completely enclosed by the v^toKfiiov
at this period, and if we remember that in the earlier times the flutes did not
extend beyond the compass of an octave at most, we can readily conceive
that the nature of the twin instruments may have been similar to that of
another primitive instrument, a mediaeval one called the ' hautbois de
Poitou,' the description of which in the Encyclopaedia Britannica9 is so
lucid and so apt to the present subj'ect that I am tempted to quote it
verbatim (I have taken the liberty of inserting the Greek equivalents in
brackets).

' The hautbois de Poitou was a primitive oboe with the reed (yX&TTa)
placed in a bulb (oXyu.09), forming an air-chamber, having a raised slit
(Jj<f>6Xixiov) at the top, through which the performer breathed-in compressed
air; 10 as the reed could not be controlled by the lips it was impossible to
play with expression on the hautbois de Poitou, or to obtain the harmonic
octaves.'

I believe that the earlier double flutes were both played with such
reed mouthpieces, and the total compass of the pair was a single octave.
In the vase-pictures the early flutes have almost invariably three holes
each (a pair on vase E 583 in the British Museum shows three on one,
and four on the other flute), and as a pure guess I suggest the plan of
fingering indicated by the accompanying diagram (p. 93).

The difference in the lowest note of two apparently equal pipes might

6 The two movable pieces are beautifully 8 B 590 and B 591 (B.M.).
shown in Lenormant's Terres-ciiites Antiques, " Vol. xix. p. 951.
vol. ii. PI. E 5. lu The ' chanter' of the Scottish bagpipes is

7 I. 4, sec. 70. blown on a similar principle.
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be due to the different-sized reeds employed, and in this connexion it is
interesting to notice that Theophrastus states n that both jkcaTrai must be
cut from the middle shoot of the same reed, or the pipes will not be in tune.
The yKmrra cut from the upper end of the shoot would naturally be less
substantial than the other, and might therefore be pushed a little further
down the O\/M<; ; but this is wholly a speculation, as also the alternate plan
of fingering the notes, which latter suggested itself as a possible explanation
of the fact that the two hands seem to be employed in the same region of the
two pipes.

At this period the two pipes are always held at a wide angle with each
other, and probably the one furthest from the normal position has its v<f>6\-
fiiov entirely outside the mouth of the player,
though just touching his lips. At any rate, these
guesses have the merit- of supplying a possible
explanation of the manner in which a pair of
flutes excited by double reeds might have been
fingered and'blown, without attributing to the
Greeks any abnormal stretch of hand or power
of lip. To the reader unfamiliar with reed in-
struments it may be explained that the com-
pression of one side of the mouth necessary to
produce a note on one flute is practically im-
possible if the other side of the mouth is oc-
cupied.

When the available compass of Greek music
was extended beyond the compass of the octave,
we should naturally expect some modification in
the construction of the flute. As a preliminary
chronological observation, it is interesting to note
that the period 500-450 B.C. covers both the
addition of strings to the kithara, and, according
to the vase pictures, an alteration in the holding
of the double flutes, which were now held parallel
to each other, in such a way as to admit of
either flute being fingered by both hands together. A whole crowd of
significant dates is included in this period; but some of them must be
dealt with later.

The extension of musical composition beyond the limits of the octave
would evidently demand changes in the management and fingering of the
avKoi which were, as we have shown, incapable of producing the octave
harmonics of the fundamental notes. The first step would undoubtedly be
an increase in the number of holes so as to make a whole octave playable on
a single flute. It is much to be regretted that the date of Diodorus the
Theban who increased the number of holes, according to Pollux,12 is not to be
found, but doubtless it falls within this period.

J>
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11 H.P. iv. 11, 7. I. iv. 70.
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Judging from the majority of the flute-tubes found, we should conclude
that at this period, at any rate, the number of holes was five or six. With
this number of holes, as will be shown, the compass of a single flute could be
extended to an octave. This would naturally necessitate the fingering of
each flute by both hands, and accordingly we find that about this period
(500-450 B.C.) the flutes are represented as held parallel to one another, so
that the two hands could manipulate either one or the other. But we are
still no whit nearer to the solution of the fundainental problem of the Greek
double flutes: how to produce two octaves with two flutes of equal length and
practically equal hole-distances; if both were cylindrical, and excited by reeds.
When we face this problem honestly, and give it up as insoluble, we are on
the highway to a satisfactory conclusion. The second pipe could not have
been blown on the reed-principle.

The only alternative principle of blowing is that of the flageolet, flute,
or flue organ-pipe (all of which are identical in excitation, however much
external appearances may differ). Although this principle is the same as
that of the ordinary penny whistle, I hardly feel inclined to apologise in
this paper for a detailed explanation of it.

%05gg%gaa%%za3g%#as^^

The breath of the player (P) enters the mouthpiece (A) and is con-
stricted into a flat thin stream (B). As this strikes the knife-edge (C) it
is cut into two parts. The first and larger part (Q) issues into the open
air. The other smaller part (E) tries to enter the tube (D), but is resisted
by the inert mass of air therein contained, through which, however, it sends
a pulse of compression. Having performed this work, and lost its force,
it (R) is now dragged out into the open air by friction with the moving
stream of the larger portion (Q) of the air. Its removal causes a pulse
of rarefaction in the air contained in the tube, and these two pulses
together constitute a complete vibration of the air in the tube. These
vibrations, occurring many times in a second, produce the musical tone of
the tube; and it is manifest that the longer the tube the more time the
pulses will take to traverse its length, and therefore the fewer the number
of vibrations per second, and the lower the note produced. If the edge is
not properly placed in relation to the air stream, too much or too little air
tries to enter the tube, and the pipe does not ' speak.' The main object of
this explanation is to make perfectly clear that the breath of the performer
does not enter the tube of the instrument but passes out through the slit
into the open air (as anyone can convince himself if he plays a note on a
penny whistle having first filled his mouth with smoke). The importance of
this point will be seen later in connexion with an illuminative passage of
Pollux.
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My attention was first drawn to this point by investigation of the
possible way of blowing the Castellani bronze flutes in the British Museum.
The identical nature of the moulding at the embouchure proclaims them a
pair of double flutes, but they are closed at the end nearest the mouth of
the performer, and it therefore seems impossible that they can have been
held at an oblique angle and played like a modern flute, especially as both
hands have to be employed on each instrument. After much speculation as
to any possible way of applying a reed mouthpiece to the embouchure, it
occurred to me that they might have been blown on the principle of the
flue organ pipe, and that it was worth while to try to construct an experi-
mental instrument on such principle. Accordingly a section of bamboo
garden cane was pierced with holes so that it would play as an ordinary
modern flute. The section between the embouchure and the closed end was
then slightly cut down so as to form a flat surface a little lower than the
plane of the fingering holes. Above this was lashed by means of waxed
thread a piece of soft metal tubing, squeezed almost flat at the end further
from the mouth of the player. The flattened end of the tubing was so
adjusted that the stream of air issuing from it struck the upper edge of the
embouchure, and the instrument emitted its notes as if blown in the
ordinary manner. A sketch of the experimental instrument is appended:—

n ' w « ^ ' v — ^ __ _ _

A—Metal tubing. B—Flattened end of A. C—Sharpened edge of embouchure.
F—Body of flute. L—Lashing of waxed thread.

It will be curious later to see how closely this purely hypothetical con-
struction resembles the plan of the actual crvpiyf- fiovoicd\a/M)<;. For I am
in a position to assert, and, I hope, to prove that, at any rate from 490 to
350 B.c, the double flutes (oaoi avKoi) were of practically equal length but
of different bore, the left-hand thinner one-being blown with a double reed
like that of an oboe, and the right-hand thicker one being played on the
flageolet or crvpiyf principle. The latter, of course, produced notes an
octave higher than the equal lengths of the other pipe.

The first step in the proof comes from an actual model of the Castellani
flutes in the British Museum. These two flutes are made of bronze, the
' Perfect' (so christened because its upper end is undamaged) having
six holes, and the 'Imperfect' five. By the kindness of the Keeper of
Greek and Roman Antiquities I was enabled to make accurate measurements
of these, tracing the outlines of the holes on paper laid over the instruments
themselves. A pair of metal flageolets was obtained and cut down to the
requisite lengths ; the existing holes were covered over, and new ones bored
in accordance with the measurements.

The ' Perfect' model was spoiled, but the ' Imperfect' gave what
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appeared to be portions of the Dorian scale; but neither cross-fingering nor
calculation of lengths gave any prospect of the production of the fifth note
of the scale (B). However, when the upper octave was tried by overblowing
and suitable cross-fingering, a complete Dorian scale was produced.

A table of measurements and a diagram of fingerings are appended ;
but, as others will follow, it seems desirable to explain the plan of lettering
adopted for all.

A, the embouchure; B, C, D, etc., the upper fingering-holes; U, the under thumb-hole when
existent ; 0, the open end.

I have since found out that Mr. Howard gave very careful measurements
of these and other flutes; and his figures reduced to the same plan of
measurement are given parallel with my own: the slight discrepancies are
mainly due to the fact that he measured to edges of holes, and I to centres
In the fingering diagrams the closed holes are shown by black dots, the open
ones by blank circles.

IMPERFECT BEOXZE FLUTE.

DISTANCE IN CM. DIAMETER

AB

AC

AD

AE

AF

AO

J. C.

5-35

12-25

17-55

20-4

23-3

25

Howard. Hole. \ in mm.

5-3

12-28

17-55

20-1

23 25

26-45

1

2

3

4

5

Boie

10

9

8

9

7

15

FINGERING FOII NOTES :—

F

•

o

G ! A

• : 0

O O

O O

B

•

*

C

o.

•

•

D

O

•

0

•

! O

The notes are a whole tone lower than our modern pitch; but as that is a
semitone above the pitch of Handel's time, no impropriety has been felt in
describing as E a note of the same pitch as our modern D.

The immediate point in connexion with this flute is that no single or
double reed could possibly produce the E and the B with the same fingering,
and as no other fingering will produce the B, it must have been blown on
the trvpiyf; plan.

Our present problem is to reconcile this deduction with the obvious fact
that the jXatrra or reed is an integral part of the mechanism of all avKoi,
as is shown by many literary references. We gather from Theophrastusls

13 Hist. Plant, iv. 11.
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that the yXmrra was made from a section of a reed, which included one of
the joints. The most suitable part of the reed was the middle shoot; the
under joint produced the yXwrra for the left-hand pipe, and the one further
from the root the right-hand one. After being submitted to continued
pressure to flatten the open end, the edges of this end were pared (for the
older flutes) to a great degree of thinness, and thus would be produced a
reed similar to that of the modern oboe. This reed was inserted into the
v<f>oX/uov with the arofxa or sharpened end projecting into the mouth of the
player, and the playing was precisely like that of a modern oboe. If the
preceding explanation is not sufficiently clear for readers not familiar with
wood instruments, the following diagram may make it more intelligible :—

J
C

A, section of reed, cut off at a joint, J.
B, same section flattened and pared at open end to produce arofxa, and a small hole C pierced

through joint.
D, i<p6\/w>i>, into which the yXwrra B was inserted, and held rigid.
E, 8A,UOS, air-chamber by which the vibrations excited h}' the reed were controlled.

When the compass of the flute was extended beyond the octave, and the
right-hand pipe became a avpt<y%, a new method of cutting and arranging
the yXa>Tra was adopted. The section of the reed was cut and partially
flattened as before, but instead of being pared to two knife-edges, it was cut
off at a rather obtuse angle, so as to form a narrow flat wind-channel. This
yXtoTTa was inserted in the v<f>6Xfuov in a direction opposite to the old one,
i.e. the a-rofia was furthest from the lips of the performer, and adjacent to
the OX/JLOS. A sloping channel was cut in the upper part of the oX/ios,
sharpened to a knife-edge at the portion opposite to the cnofia of the
JXWTTCL, with a small open air-space between, and we have an arrangement
exactly similar to a flageolet or flue organ-pipe. As this arrangement is so
very important in the realisation of Greek flute-playing, a diagram both in
section and in plan is appended (p. 98).

If the reader unfamiliar with acoustical theory will refer back to the
earlier portion of the paper, he will at once see how perfectly the definition
of Polluxu fits the foregoing:—'E7ri Be avpiyyos eiirois av, irapdyeiv eV
avTtj<> TO nvevfia Bia rov <Trd/xaTO<;, ical Trapa<f>ep€w, ical Siacnrelpeiv TO

nvevfia. ' In the case of the syrinx, you would use the expressions: to lead
aside the breath through the mouth (stoma, of the glotta); to turn it in a
contrary direction; and to squander the breath.'

The critical reader may by this time have begun to feel that there is
too much hypothesis about the foregoing, but the following long and
important passage from Theophrastus seems to me to give sufficient support
for all the statements and assumptions made15 :—TTJV Be rofiTjv copaiav elvai

14 iv. 9, 69. n HP. iv. 11, 4.
H.S.—VOL. XXXIV. H
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irpo 'AvTiyeviSov fiev TJVLK rjvXovv dTrXd(TTco<; UTT dpKTOvpov
/j.rjvo'i' TOV yap OVTW T/irjOivra crvj(yoi<; fiev erecriv varepov yivecrdai
Kal nrpoKaravXriaew; SeicrOat, TroXXfjf, avfifiveiv &e TO aTOfia TWV yXo)TTO>v,
o 7r/3o? rrjv Siaropiav elvai y^prfaifiov. iirel Be eh rrjv irXdatp fiere^aav Kal
rj rofit) fiereKivijOrj- rifivovcn yap Srj vvv TOV %/appo<f>opia>vo<> Kal EiKa-
TOfijiaLWVOs axnrep -rrpb TpoirStv fUKpov rj VTTO Tpoirasi, yiveadai oe <j>a<ri
Tpievov re •)(pi](Ti/j.ov xal KaravXr/aeax; ^pa^eiai BelcrBai. Kal KaraairafffiaTa
ra? y\d)TTa<> taj(eiw TOVTO Se dvayKalov TOif fieTa irXao-yttaro? avXovcri.

The suggested meaning of this (with expansions and explanations in
brackets) is:—' Before the time of Antigenidas, when they used to play the
flute in the natural manner (dTrXdo-Tws: that is with the y\a>TTa in its
original position) the cutting (of the reeds) was seasonable about mid-
September (when thoroughly ripened). For (the reed) cut in this manner

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL SECTIONS OF SYRINX.

0 orifice of yXcorra. S, txTOfXa or flattened wind-channel. K, knife-edge of oAfxos.
W, open wind-spaee. X, cut down surface of O\/J.OS.

becomes useful after an interval (for maturing) of several 3Tears, and needs
much preliminary blowing (to determine the amount of paring necessary
for best tone of reed). And the mouth (crTo/ia) of the reed (yXcoTTa) closes up
(the two edges shrivel up and close together) which is useful for the piercing
tone (of the oboe character. This gives a fairly clear idea of the original
avXos and its method of blowing). But when they changed into the artificial
method (of blowing: i.e. the syrinx principle just described and illustrated)
the time of cutting also was moved. For now they cut (the plants) in the
months of June, July, or August, about or a little before the summer solstice
(while still full of sap, and therefore less patient of paring). And they say it
(the reed) becomes useful in three years (needs less time to mature) and
needs little experimental blowing ; and the opening of the yXwTTa retains its
shape (remains constant: a matter of supreme importance in the ' voicing'
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of a flageolet-principle pipe), and this is necessary to those who play with
the ai-tificial method.'

IT/30 'AvTiyevtSov supplies us with a most useful date. Antigenidas lived
in the time of Alexander 356-323 B.C. and was an innovator.16 Presumably
he introduced the plan of having both pipes played in the crvpiy^ method
(/j£Ta TrXdcrfiaTos;); so that he used the avpiyyes reXeiai of Pollux' list of
instruments.17 But we have evidence that the syrinx right-hand pipe was in
use both before and after. Midas of Agrigentum in 490 broke his ^evyrj, but
won the competition by playing fiovois TOK icaXdfioK rpoirw avpiyyos?8 which
can only mean in reality that he used the syrinx pipe for the double octave,
as can be done by overblowing (blowing across the edges of the pipes them-
selves is unthinkable). Ion of Chios (died 421) refers to the fidyaSif av\6<;,19

which must have been a flute that, unlike the primitive avXos, would play
the upper octave. Aristotle refers to the syrinx pipe (/cav Karaa-irda-ri ra<;
avpiyya<;),20 as also Aristoxenus (jcaTaGiraoddaris ye T% crvptyyosi) ; 21 while
in a succeeding age Plutarch uses the expression "H79 avpiyyw
which implies a return to the older method of playing

This passage of Plutarch's is well worth quoting in extenso, as it gives a
key both to the construction of the flutes, and the manner in which
they were played:—Sid ri rS)v 'ierwv avKa>v 6 crrevoorepo1; ftapvrepov <f>9eyyerai
/cal 81a ri rijs avpiyyos avcMrircofievr)*;, irdcriv 6$-vverai rot? <j)66yyois, KKIVO-
fiev>i<; Se iraXiv ftapvvei. ' Why does the thinner of the equal flutes sound
deeper ? And why when the syrinx hole [in the <f>op/3eia] is uncovered, do
all the sounds become sharper [by an octave], and when it is closed again
they get deeper ? "

The thinner tube being the oboe-blown one could not break into the
harmonic octave, while the syrinx-blown one, if of equal thinness, would have
been almost certain to do so. A similar relation of thickness exists between
the flute and the oboe of to-day. The manner of playing is easily under-
stood. The mouthpieces of the two flutes were inserted in the two holes of
the <f>opfieia ; the stoma of the oboe-reed entered the player's mouth, but the
vcf>6\/j.iov of the syrinx pipe fitted its hole, which was closed at its inner end
by a movable flap, which could be shifted {jearaenrav or dvaatrav) by the
tongue of the performer. When the flap was closed, no air could escape
into the syrinx pipe, and the lips of the player were quite free to exert the
necessary pressure on the oboe-reed. When the flap was moved aside, the
syrinx pipe would speak without any lip pressure, and the oboe reed, no
longer compressed by the lips would cease to give any sound.

I should like to have traced Mr. Howard's source for his view of the
syrinx, but unfortunately the reference he gives cannot be found in England.
From his words I guess that he rendered a passage to the effect that the
syrinx was a hole near the mouth of the player; if it read that the syrinx
had a hole near the mouth of the pla}7er, it would harmonise with the fore-
going passage and others omitted here.

15 Suidas, 221. !7 iv. 10, 77, Salmo's reading. « Schol. to Pindar, Pyth. xii. 1.
19 Atlicnaeus, xiv. 35. 20 De Andib. p. 804u. 21 Harm. i. 21. — Kon posse suav., lC96a.

H 2
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The two flutes were probably connected by metal bands, traces of which
have been found by Mr. Howard, both on the Pompeian and the Castellani
flutes.

The most valuable evidence afforded by the flutes is, however, with
regard to pitch and scales. Without going into tedious details, it is necessary
to point out that actual measurements of existing remains are not an abso-
lutely safe guide. The length of the ok/ios, and the exact point at which
the oboe reed began to vibrate, are matters of fundamental importance. All
Mr. Howard's results are vitiated by the fact that he added a mouthpiece
some seven or more centimetres in length, thus altering both pitch and
relationship of notes emitted. In the following details the actual length
has been increased (except in the Castellani flutes, where it was not necessary,
the embouchure being exactly known) by a small amount experimentally
determined after many failures. The assumption has been made that if the
model constructed played a recognisable scale, that was the scale played by
the original instrument. It seems hard to imagine it could have been
anything else.

THE ' PERFECT ' BRONZE FLUTE.

The original model having been spoiled, a bamboo garden cane was
pierced according to the measurements, and bored with a flute embouchure.
This gave a Dorian scale in the lower octave (i.e. without overblowing); but
it was rather flat in comparison with the ' Imperfect' flageolet. Accordingly
another metal flageolet was procured, and accurately bored by my friend
Mr. Kirchenwitz, an expert in metal work ; the diameters of the holes being
diminished by ^ o f a n inch, to allow for the reverse taper of the tube. A just
Dorian scale was then playable, exactly an octave below the ' Imperfect' one.
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The next point of attack was the Elgin flutes in the British Museum,
which are made of sycamore wood, are not a pair, and were probably found
in a tomb near Athens. These will be here referred to as the ' Straight
Sycamore ' and the ' Curved Sycamore.'

The cane for the ' Straight Sycamore ' was pierced side by side with the
instrument, but many failures were made before discovering the exact allow-
ance to make for the reed. Finally the model played a Lydian diatonic
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scale, and its nominal C was a fourth lower than the nominal E of the
Dorian flutes (as theory demands).

STRAIGHT SYCAMORE.
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The ' Curved Sycamore,' on account of its fragility and shape, was not
suitable for my methods of measurement; but, having become aware of
Mr. Howard's measurements, and their close relation to my figures, it seemed
worth while to make a model from his published details, adding l-3 cm.
for the mouthpiece as in the former case. A dulciana organ pipe of the
narrowest obtainable gauge was procured and the holes duly bored. It was
then found that all the notes from D up to B were quite in tune with each
other, but the low C was too sharp, and the upper C was not obtainable by
any fingering. The addition of a sliding card-board extension to the lower
end of the pipe enabled me to determine the correct length for the funda-
mental C, and the upper C was then quite obtainable by the ordinary
fingering for the modern flute. It therefore seems likely that the instrument
originally had a detachable bell, such as clarinets and oboes now have, and
such as is shown in some vase-pictures. As the fingering is exactly that of
a modern flute, it is unnecessary to give it.

CURVED SYCAMORE.
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It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to say that the actual pitch was con-
siderably lower than that of the ' Straight Sycamore.'

Further confirmatory experiments must be compressed into brief space,
though valuable additional results are suggested by some of them. The
next objects of attention were the four ivory flutes unearthed at Pompeii in
1867, now in the Naples Museum, and measured by Mr. Howard, whose
figures are here followed. Those numbered 76891 and 76893 are apparently
a pair, or, if not, single members of two identical pairs. Number 76893 has
eleven holes: these were bored in a bamboo fitted at the upper end with a bas-
soon reed. The fingering was exceedingly difficult, on account of the great
length of the instrument; indeed, the lowest three holes were quite inaccessible
to me, though a larger hand might reach them. The holes not required for a
diatonic scale were then plugged with cork, roughly representing the perfor-
ated metal bands on the original instrument, which could be turned round
as required, either to open or to close the hole. The model then gave for the
upper holes six upper notes of the Dorian scale, while the lowest but one (F),
which I could not blow, was represented by its third harmonic (C). I have
therefore no hesitation in saying that the compass of the flute was a single
octave, that the extra holes would probably produce the notes of other scales,
and that the E was in tune with the Castellani bronze flutes of the British
Museum (the pitch of course being an octave lower). In the appended list
of lengths measured and notes produced by blowing, the notes that have not
actually been sounded are marked with a query. Notice is especially called
to the probable Gfl which is provided on the instrument: this is of the
utmost interest, as it would play a note written in the Phrygian Hymn to
Apollo which was not included in any of the a-vffT-rjfiara which have come
down to us, though the interpretation of the letter-sign used is quite clear on
genera] principles.

IVORY FLUTE FROM POMPEII (76893).
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The consideration of the probable results of the untried holes in this
model gave rise to the suspicion that the other holes were required for
different scales (harmoniai), as it is abundantly evident that the Greeks had no
idea of our modern chromatic scale. As the manipulation of an experimental
instrument fitted with a double reed is a somewhat perilous matter, it was
decided to construct a bamboo model of the Pompeian flute No. 76891,
with a flute embouchure, and to fit the holes with movable leather bands
in imitation of the metal bands of the original. The model thus constructed
tended to confirm the suspicion, but two difficulties detracted from its
usefulness. In the first place the extreme length of the instrument made
its fingering in a horizontal position quite impossible for the farthest holes;
and the leather bands worked loose after being turned two or three times.
Still, although unsuitable for demonstration afterward, and too evanescent
for systematic record, the notes obtained rendered it extremely likely that
the original, which had eleven holes (like No. 76893), would play the Dorian,
Phrygian, and Lydian harmoniai, and was therefore the Panharmonion
referred to by Plato.23

It remained, therefore, to seek a record of a flute with many holes, but
of a more manageable size. This was finally found in a flute described by
M. Loret24 as belonging to Sir G. Maspero. It is said to have been found in
1888, at Akhmim in Egypt (the ancient Panopolis). It may be objected
that this is travelling beyond the bounds of Greek music, but the remarkable
similarity to the Castellani flutes of the illustration given, together with the
identity with the Pompeian flutes of the number of holes, seems to point to
this being a flute of Hellenic origin; if archaeologists decide otherwise, it is
a strong argument in favour of the Egyptian origin of all Greek music ;
personally, such a decision would appear to me to conflict with a great mass
of other evidence. M. Loret himself says: ' La flute appartenant a
M. Maspero sort absolument de l'ordinaire, non seulernent par la forme
de son embouchure, mais encore par la disposition de ses trous.'

Before going into detail about the performance of this flute,-it is inter-
esting to note how closely M. Loret (who has evidently no suspicion as to its
correspondence with Greek flutes) describes the O\/J,O<; and v<poXfiiov of the
syrinx, as previously reconstructed in this article : ' Le bee est un fragment
de roseau assez epais et d'un diametre necessairement superieur a celui de la
flute. II mesure 8 cm. de longueur. La partie dans laquelle s'introduit
l'extremite de la flute a un diametre de 1"3 cm. et est entouree, ainsi que le
bout de la flute qu'elle devait recevoir, d'un enroulement de fil recouvert de
poix. Cette embouchure n'est certainement pas a anche (is certainly not a
reed). Le roseau est bien trop epais pour avoir servi d'anche, et, d'ailleurs
il n'y a ete pratique aucune ouverture. II n'y a done point de languette.
L'extremite est coupee perpendiculairement a l'axe de Finstrument et
presente une section transversale de forme presque triangulaire

23 Republic iii. 10, 399 c. Ti Se ; avAu-noious rvyx^vei uvra fiiftTffia;
fl av\ifras iropoSe'Jci eis T V ir6\iv ; ^ oil TOVTO '2i Journal Asiatiquc, 8th series, vol. xiv.

ov, KBX OUTO TO iravo.pp.ovia avKov pp. 212, et seq*
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L'embouchure presente done la forme de deux troncs de cone ayant leur
sommet commun et dont l'un a une base circulaire tandis que l'autre a une
base presque triangulaire.'

The method of investigation adopted was as follows. As a preliminary
a model was bored with the holes which most nearly corresponded with those
of the Castellani flutes, which are almost precisely of the same length.
This model, as was hoped, gave a fairly correct Dorian scale.25 With this
amount of solid ground to stand on, one was encouraged to bore a bamboo
with flute embouchure and the complete set of eleven holes according to
M. Loret's measurements, here appended.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

MASPERO

AB

AC

AD

AE

Al^

AF

AG

AH

AU2

AI

AS

AO

FLUTE.

LENGTH IX
CENTIMETRES.

4

6-4

8 6

109

12-4

14-1

16-2

18-8

19-9

20 9

217

25-2

On this model it was possible, by covering the proper holes with wafers
(afterwards by stopping them with wooden plugs) to obtain three fingerable
arrangements of holes on which could be played the Dorian, Phrygian, and
Lydian harmoniai respectively. The final step was to take a metal flageolet,
fill up the existing holes, and bore others according to the given measure-
ments ; next to cover each hole with a perforated sliding metal band, as was
done with the Pompeian flutes, by which a hole might be mechanically
stopped or left open. The holes left open to produce the different harmoniai
are specified here, as there are two distinct points of interest with regard to
them.

HAEMONIA.

Dorian

Phrygian .

Lydian .

2

2

2

3

3

HOLES

5

5

4

OPENED.

7

7 8

6 7 9

10 11

10

25 It may be mentioned incidentally that no reproduction of any of the flutes gives a true
effect unless all the holes are bored.
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The first and most obvious fact is that all the holes are needed; and hole
nine, which appears to be most awkwardly placed for the right thumb, is
only used when ten and eleven are covered by the bands, so that there is no
practical difficulty in covering the holes with the fingers for every scale.

The other fact is so illuminating with regard to the feeling of the
Greeks for just intonation (the matter in which their pre-eminent delicacy
of ear is really displayed) that it deserves a rather more detailed treatment.
A glance at the table of measurements will show that the ninth and tenth
holes are but a centimetre apart; so close that if both were on the same side
of the instrument they could hardly be fingered. Now the uncovering of
hole ten produces the second note of the Phrygian harmonia, whereas if we
open hole nine instead we get the second note of the Lydian harmonia ; and
those familiar with the intervals of Greek scales will at once remember that
the first step in the Phrygian scale is a minor tone, and the first in the
Lydian a major tone. This one point is conclusive in proving that the
Greeks recognised the distinction between the major and minor tone, and
therefore could not have used Pythagorean intonation.

This series of experimental reconstructions does not claim to be in any
sense exhaustive; there are many other possibilities of producing more notes
by cross-fingering, or the partial uncovering of holes ; but it is submitted
that if the scales herein detailed can be played on the models, there is an
overwhelming probability that such scales were played on the originals.

No flute playing the Phrygian tropos has been seen by the writer, but
M. Loret describes a flute in the Turin Museum (No. 12 in catalogue) which
gives a Phrygian scale, if the speaking length of the tube be taken about
three centimetres less than he gives i t : it is impossible to say without seeing
the actual instrument whether or not this reduction is justified.

To sum up, it is claimed that these investigations show :—
1. That the lowest note of the normal octave of the Dorian tropos,

the Harmoniai,26 and the enharmonic genus was about a tone lower than our
modern E (continental pitch).

2. That the Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian tropoi (and by inference the
remainder of the fifteen) really had the relative pitches suggested by the
notation. The ' Curved Sycamore' hints that there was also a Lydian scale
of arbitrarily low pitch, possibly the ' Chalaro-Lydian' apparently alluded to
by Plato {Rep. 399A).

3. That the Harmoniai were actually in existence and in use by the
Harmonikoi.

4. That the Greeks used true intonation, and (by inference) neither the
Pythagorean theoretical system nor (as a rule at least) the quarter-tone
enharmonic.

J. CURTIS.

26 It may be as well to reiterate that the the Tropoi are playable on the white notes of a
Harmoniai were a set of scales beginning on the piano beginning on different notes,
same note but with differing intervals, while




